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Take twenty-two-point-four steps forwards, five big hops and then seven steps backwards from the end of

the world, close an eye, spin around in a circle, and hey presto! You’ve arrived in the valley of the
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Vulcanos! This is where Flambia and Krato live with their families. They are real, fiery, sizzling

Vulcans. Vulcans don’t sizzle for long. That’s why – free at will for adventures!

What happens in Vol. 8:

Flambia is allowed to sleep over at Krato’s house. But in the early morning they both wake up with an

uneasy feeling. Indeed: the river has gone! They soon find out that the new neighbours have damed up the

river. When, on top of that, a thirsty dragon lizard rushes up they have to come up with a plan!

Franziska Gehm

Franziska Gehm was born in 1974. She studied English, psychology and intercultural economy

communication in Germany, England and Ireland. After finishing her studies she worked at a grammar

school in Denmark, for a German radio station and in a publishing house. Today she works and lives as an

author and translator in Munich with her family. Many of her books have been translated into various

languages.
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Explosive Adventures
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